Document Summary: This document is a report by the Islamic State of Iraq on the
monetary income, expenses, personnel entering and departing, cars, and weapons
purchased for the Border sector during the tenth and eleventh months of the Islamic
calendar for an unspecified year.
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In the name of God the most merciful, the most compassionate
Islamic State of Iraq
Report on the border sector from 6 Shawwal through 30 Dhaw al-Qi’dah [TC: The tenth
and eleventh months of the Islamic calendar]
Report on what is incoming
First: Martyr and Fighter money
1- (1,530) euros
2- (15,885) dollars
3- (26,447) riyal
4- (66,480) lira
5- (22) Libyan dinar
6- (3,600) Algerian
7- (37) Jordanian dinar
Second: Other effects that entered with the entering brothers.
1- (23) watches
2- (8) mobile phones
3- (2) USB flash drives
4- (2) sunglasses
5- (1) razor
Third: Donations
1- (950) dollars
2- (459,000) Iraqi dinars from the Iraqi people.
Fourth: Loot
1- (12,800) dollars
2- (196,000) Iraqi dinars
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Report on what is Outgoing
Details
Food

Dinars
540,500

Dollars Notes
727

Fuel
Guesthouses
Weapons
The brother’s salaries
Movement [TC: transportation] and maintenance
Release a prisoner
Debt of Abu-Muthanna
Aid for one of the incoming brothers (al-Ansar)
Return of the immigrant brothers
Returning the money to one of the fighter
Marriage assistance
Returnable debts
Compensation for the al-Ramadi administrator’s car
Distribution official Abu-Sufiyan
To Abu-‘A’ishah Abu-al-Tanf
Mobile phones and cards

1,434,800
1,875,250
1,000,000
1,300,000
912,000

950
1,104
6,300
3,800
2,440
2,500

21,000 lira

90,000

84,000

200
1,000
1,600
1,000
11,235
1,000
800
400

233,000
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Leasing binoculars
Expenses for the martyr brothers
Other expenses
Release a prisoner
Paid to Abu-Khalid
Paid to Abu-Husayn
Forger

50,000
125,000
15,750
1,100
100
100
2,400
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Report of the Brothers Entering and Leaving
(114) brothers entered the Islamic State of Iraq from border sector number (1)
- Of them (7) to Tall ‘Afar
- (10) Baghdad
- (7) al-Anbar
- (16) Salah al-Din
- (2) Media Baghdad
- (11) al-Fallujah
- (9) Kirkuk
- (8) Fighters Salah al-Din
- (3) al-Rutbah
- (21) Brothers to al-Mosul

- (13) Brothers to al-Qa’im
- (3) Brothers to Rawah
- (1) Brother to Ba’aja
- (2) Brothers to work with the border sector
(5) Brothers left from the Islamic State of Iraq
- Of them (3) brothers left for medical treatment
- (2) Returning martyrs [TC: likely returning to their homelands]
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Car Report
- (1) 2005 Toyota four wheel drive pickup [TC: belonging to] Abu-Shanab
- (2) 2005 Pickups
- (1) 2002 pickup
- (1) 2003 pickup
- (1) 1999 pickup
- (1) 2004 pickup
- (1) 2003 Kia
- (1) 2001 Sani [TC: Unknown vehicle type, possibly Sunny]
- (1) 2002 Toyota sedan [TC: Super]
- (1) 2001 Tanker
- (1) 2001 Awral [TC: Unknown vehicle type]
- (1) 1988 Nissan freight truck
- (1) 2003 Pickup
- (1) four wheel drive pickup
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Weapon Report
- (19) Kalashnikov barrels [TC: or ammunition pouches]
- (3) PKC
- (1) American Baktah [TC: packet?]
- (2) Barnu [TC: Unknown weapon]
- (1) Barnu belt [TC: Unknown weapon item]
- (7) Launchers
- (3) Launcher barrels
- (15) Kalashnikovs
- (175) Pistol rounds
- (10) Pistol
- (11) PKC box
- (1) Scope
- (1) Dushka
- (8) Dushka belts
- (3) Jisi box [TC: Unknown weapon item, possibly GC]
- (1) mortar
- (22) mortar shells
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- (2) Sniper rifles
- (6) Sniper Shuwajir [TC: Unknown weapon item.]
- (10) Hand grenades
Weapon Purchase Amounts
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Weapon
American PKC
Mortar
Sniper
Sniper
PKC belt and three sniper rifle magazines
Russian machine gun
Box of PKC ammunition
Magazine
Kalashnikov ammunition containers

Price
Notes
2,250
2,000
1,000
900
50
450,000 dinars
100
45,000 dinar
447,000
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10

Magazines

[End of Translation]

58,000 dinar

